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Technik

HiDiamond cable interconnect and speaker cable Diamond Series 7

Diamonds are forever

Some cable manufacturers have called their company as its
founder, other companies prefer to give a fancy name like
HiDiamond, the road traveled in this case by its Italian creator,
founded in 2000 by a Dr. Salvatore Filippelli. Dr. Filippelli was
general manager of Nextream a subsidiary of the French group
Thomson and wanted with HiDiamond, realize his vision of
excellent products and design.
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HiDiamond became the largest Italian producer in
Europe for the cables for audio and video. So it's not a
newcomer, but a well established company.

Technik

its products have already found in the specialized press
in many countries a positive response. Recently, the
German company Bellevue has taken over the
distribution of HiDiamond for Germany, Austria and
Switzerland. Today we will try an interconnect cable
RCA number 7, as well as a cable for HiDiamond
speakers 7. They will keep the promise of products in
the name of self-confident business?

Outside with elegance, inside full of
Hi-Tech
We deal primarily of technology, cable and inside the
HiDiamond 7 the company has developed and
patented the '4VRC'-Technologie. Normally the
competition uses annealed copper as the conductive
material, in this case using the '4VRC' - Technologie - as
the name already indicates - the copper and for 4 times
cooked. The Molecular network through four rounds at
different temperatures with an annealing process. The
higher purity of the base material, thus formed is a key
factor for the quality of the cable. The greater the
degree of purity of the copper so as to have smaller
cross sections with lower resistance and low fragility both with fairness associations, which allow a perfect
calibration. It is used as the dielectric XLPE, is this
material is more suitable according HiDiamond
compared to Teflon. It all leads to achieve benefits that
include among other things, a higher signal
transmission speed, the lower cable capacitance, as well
as a greater mechanical stability. Italians pay particular
attention to the inner and outer sheath of the cable
HiDiamond 7, using graphite, to neutralize the noise to
speak.
The contact surfaces of the cinch / RCA plugs
and the speaker cables with banana plug are
coated with rhodium. On its HiDiamond
suppliers he does not write more details - a
shame, because the plugs do a very good
mechanical pressure. The cinch / RCA plugs
should be screwed into the socket to hold
and the banana is foolproof, however, they
have a device that spreads the plug into the
terminal
and
speaker
sets

contact. It further appears necessary, because with a
diameter of almost two centimeters HiDiamond 7
raggiuge major proportions!

What brings the signal cable HiDiamond 7?
Enough with the theory. Now I want to hear! The cable
HiDiamond 7 RCA has been inserted between the D / A CEC DA5
and my integrated amplifier Symphonic Line RG 14 Edition. a
similarly priced cable replaced. Listening with both speakers with
headphones and Immediately I was a bit 'surprised, because I got
so much more resolution, fluid dynamics, a natural stream music
that I had not expected I honestly -.
I put on a favorite CD, the Brazilian jazz singer Ana Caram and
friend of Antonio Carlos Jobim dedicated (Ana Caram, Bossa
Nova, CD / records Chesky JD129). In the fourth song, she sings
the popular song, - "The Girl from Ipanema". As soon as the
drummer Duduka Fonseca performs the movement of the
brushes on the leather head of the snare drum, I feel clearly and
vividly as never heard before compared to my usual
configuration of the system. In the next track "Agua de Beber" -a
known composition of Jobim - where he plays the guitar Romero
Lubambo,. Now, I look forward to the title "Olha Pro Céu", which
is for me personally, how important is this music and is able to
touch me deeply. The representation is now sculptural and
fascinating. The guitar is bright and shiny, and I noticed clearly
heard the sounds on the saxophone blowing.
Rest on jazz and Brazil.

Recording technical Berniem Grundman - known for its excellent
mastering -1987 he worked with the legend of jazz Sarah
Vaughan, singer and Brazilian composer Milton Nascimento and
Paulinho da Costa, Hubert laws and George Duke (Sarah Vaughan
Brazilian romance, Blu-spec CD / Sony Music Japan International
SICP national 20117).
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This recording and the challenge of complexity for the
reproduction chain. In one song, "Make this city ours tonight"
and Song 2, 'Romance', where we have a large group of music
and at the same time the piano. When it stops must clearly out of
Sarah Vaughan characteristic voice that must dominate
everything. I know from experience that such records depending
on the equipment and cable connections you lose something for
the road. Here it is not the case. Another example: in the 5 song
"Photograph" has remained in my memory the delicate hidden
harp playing. Now is audible!

What we get with the combination of the signal
cable 7 HiDiamond and cable for speakers
HiDiamond 7?
What will the union between HiDiamond 7 RCA and HiDiamond
7 Speaker, with respect to my proven coupled silver / copper ?.
To have a basic phonetic comparison, still I start with Ana Caram
and Sarah Vaughan. Everything seems even stronger in the same
direction which is heard after the replacement of only the signal
cable. The sound image is further increasing transparency, but
without that in some form becomes overly analytical. The
dynamic is more increased, as when playing the Concerto for
Piano and Orchestra in G major by Maurice Ravel (Ravel / Faure,
Daniel Varsano / Philharmonia Orchestra, CD / Pro Arte CDD313)
and as in the song in 1932, which possesses powerful savage
attacks alternating in rapid succession. "Much more emotion is
transported and the stage is huge"
Now listen to a sample, a reference in the records under the title
"Reference Jazz, Etc." (RR-S2CD)! The solo electric guitar in the
title "Tropic Affair" they remain in memory, so vividly and
cloying. On the other hand even the most beautiful movements
with jazz brushes are made of course. Black during the breaks of
the music you hear?
Yes, these two HiDiamond 7 cables make the show, bring
more peace on the image of the sound.
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What does alone the cable for speakers
HiDiamond 7?fa da solo il cavo per
altoparlanti HiDiamond 7?
But how are the HiDiamond 7 speaker cables connected
to yourself?
-And The low range? To find out, I put an LP on the
"John Handy" -Plattenspielers from house Pear Audio
Blue, The saxophonist Cannonball Adderley played
music together with pianist Bill Evans and other good
friends (what I mean, LP / milestone M 47053). The
sound is full and round. In "Nancy" song, the room size
takes almost holographic. The drum is strong, full. The
piano and the saxophone form an interesting contrast.
Now, I could understand and feel that my music
collection has found the right direction, which speaks
for the Italian cable. Feeling better, I did not believe
in HiDiamond 7 cables is the signal that speaker did
"move" so the plant. Very quickly I realized that
diamonds are forever ...

Final considerations
The Italian products are connected to the elegance,
fashionable, and certainly not wrong. Even better if
under the costume, we have an innovative technology
and the result meets the high demands that we want.
These cables HiDiamond 7 RCA and HiDiamond 7
speaker line up to medium high end of the Italian
manufacturer's catalog and the average price but
instead are high class products. You must listen to my
recommendation are given away, sure to listen!
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Information
HiDiamond NF-Kabel Diamond 7 mit RCA/
Cinch-Steckern, 2 x 1 m
Preis: 799 Euro
HiDiamond Lautsprecherkabel Diamond 7
mit Bananensteckern, 2 x 3 m
Preis: 1.399 Euro
Hersteller:
HiDiamond Italy srls
Piazza Vescovio 7
I-00199 Roma
Tel.: +39(0)3383208291
hidiamond@hidiamond.it
www.hidiamond.it

Vertrieb für Deutschland, Österreich, Schweiz:
Bellevue Audio GmbH
Massener Straße 130
D-59423 Unna
Tel.: +49(0)2303-3050178
Fax: +49(0)2303-3050179
office@bellevueaudio.de
www.bellevueaudio.de
Harald Obst
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